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Full stack Node.js/React developer 

 

IndigoVerge (https://indigoverge.com/) is a web, mobile and cloud solutions studio, 

developing tailored solutions for our customers. Our portfolio holds projects in the sphere of 

health, finance, marketing automation, e-commerce, tourism and travel, document management 

and much more, developed for clients such as ETM, Microsoft, UltraFlex, Nemetschek, 

Eurosys and others. 

 

In the recent years the company has developed an expertise in a new sector – Internet of 

Things, and particularly in Industrial IoT and SCADA applications, building of solutions for 

energy consumption monitoring, for connected devices, data analysis, device and application 

management and others. 

 

Throughout those 12 years of operation the clients we served have become our partners. 

Thanks to the IT solutions developed for them, using IoT, Cloud and Big Data, they have 

grown their business, achieving substantial results. We are glad that they are now trusting us as 

their ongoing IT solution provider. The formula for this successful business relationship with 

our customers is: open communication plus individual approach, in-depth analysis and 

thorough study of each project challenge from a technological and business aspect. Throughout 

the implementation phase of our project we proactively approach each milestone, proposing 

realistic, pragmatic, technologically advanced and financially efficient solutions. To us 

professionalism means high-quality results delivered on time. 

 

Following the expansion of our activities, we are looking to onboard a new team member on 

the position of Full stack Node.js/React developer. 

Responsibilities: 

 Developing React/Redux based front end application and Node.js-based back-end with 

MongoDB 

 Refactoring of existing code 

 Implementing unit tests 

 Collaborate with product managers and customers to gather and define requirements 

 Deliver features on-time and up to specification with an appropriate level of quality  

 Demonstrate ownership of tasks and assignments 

 Troubleshoot and resolve problems 

 

WHAT IS REQUIRED: 

Essential: 

 Good knowledge of JavaScript (at least 1 year of experience, including everything 

released post-ES6) 

 Good knowledge of web development with React and Redux 

 Experience with NodeJS and NoSQL - MongoDB 
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 Understanding of clean coding principles, OOP, design patterns 

 Practical understanding and application of Agile development practices 

 Knowledge of bash and Git 

 

What gives you extra points? 

 Experience in web development with ASP.NET Core 

 Knowing IdentityServer4, OAuth, ADFS 

 Nginx, Mqtt, Websockets 

 Automation software or testing 

 Experience with Docker, Jira and Confluence 

 

Skills: 

 Strong active listening, multitasking, interpersonal and organizational skills 

 Must be self-motivated, disciplined, and takes responsibility for their own work 

 Results-oriented, service-focused, and an excellent ability to work with cross-functional 

teams 

 Passion towards improving client experience 

 Fluent spoken and written English with the ability to interact with international clients 

 Creative problem solving with the ability to assist team members in solving their own 

problems 

 

IndigoVerge solutions are based on those technologies that best fit the needs of our customers. 

Hence, the successful candidate should be willing to master new competencies, to be flexible 

and quick to adapt to a number of different projects. He or she will pass internal and external 

trainings and will be supervised as part of their onboarding process, but ability to advance 

quickly and self-motivation for that are a must. 

 

We offer: 

 Relaxing and supportive working environment 

 Flexible working time, so long as the smooth project communication is not affected 

 Work on challenging projects that stir up your creativity 

 Career development path 

 Competitive remuneration and bonuses for quality work 

 Open communication with the management  

 Ongoing professional training 

 Self-managed projects and open communication with the customer on the project 

 Modern and comfortable office located in a communicative location near metro  

 Regular team events 

 Sports card, along with a convenient sport centre just next door 

 

Application 
We look forward to receiving your CV. Send it to: jobs@indigoverge.com 
Do not forget to write the position that you apply for as a subject. 
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*Your application data will be treated with strict confidentiality.  


